After filling out this questionnaire, please attach it to an email and send it to the following email address:

 chris@wright-media.com


Name:

City and State:

web site:

Email:

If neither by referral nor in response to a conversation that you and I had, how did you find me?

Out of all the editors you could have chosen why me?

Tell about yourself.

Tell me about your current situation.

What do you hope to accomplish while working with me?

On a scale of 1 to 10, 1 meaning no editing and 10 meaning extreme editing, what degree of editing are you looking for? Please explain.

What do you want me to remove whenever I hear it? Example: mouth noises.

 Please list the overall structure of each episode.

For example:

1. "Today on Inspired Money" [file: 1-today-on-inspired-money.aif]
2. Episode Teaser over background music [file: 2-Teaser Music.aif]
3. Pre Roll (Announce Guest + Episode Number) 
4. Show Intro with Theme Music [file: 3-intro-inspired-money.mp3]
5. Narration - guest intro - ends with "Let's get inspired with, guest's name"
6. Transition to Interview [file: 4-transition-into-interview.mp3] 
7. Interview - Part 1
8. Music [file: 5-transition-coming-up.mp3]
9. Narration - coming up
10. Narration - Show notes + [file: 6-transition-show-notes]
11. Narration - Runnymede tip of the week
12. Narration - Sponsor + [file: 7-transition-midroll-brought-to-you-by]
13. Interview - Part 2
14. [file: 8-transition-outro-fav-moment.mp3] + narration - favorite inspired money moment
15. [file: 9-transition-end.mp3]

It doesn’t have to be that complex.

Do you use Dropbox or Google Drive? If Dropbox, what is the email address associated with your account?

What is your publishing schedule? 

Who is the primary point of contact, if not you?

What is this person’s contact information?

What’s the preferred method of communication?

Aside from what has already been discussed, What can I do from a customer support perspective to ensure that you get what you want?

